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Abstract. Plagiarism in hands-on ethical hacking education is challeng-
ing due to student work being delivered almost exclusively virtually via
actions on a cyber range. We are developing the Cheat Detection Sys-
tem, a solution that uses system administration and two approaches of
log analysis to infer about the cheating behavior of students; one based
on canary detection and another based on traces of student actions which
we have termed the intrusion deficit approach.
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1 Introduction

Since 2017, KTH has been offering training in ethical hacking at the university
level in the form of the EN2720 course[1]. The course follows the Capture The
Flag (CTF) model, where students explore a network discovering vulnerabili-
ties that they need to exploit. The network operates on Google Cloud and it
is managed by a custom command line tool that utilizes Ansible for the provi-
sioning of resources. During the course, students receive little direct guidance by
the course staff and are instructed to proceed on their pace and take control of
their learning. Assistance is given in an indirect way via hints that the students
can request. They are encouraged to exchange ideas and help each other, yet
without revealing specific information about the challenges themselves. Their
grading and success in the course is based on the number of flags and hints they
have accumulated. The above setup presents a challenge to the course staff when
checking student submissions for plagiarism.

This poster paper presents our work-in-progress in dealing with the issue:
How can we detect and reduce cheating in ethical hacking education?

The proposed solution is currently applied to the course offerings of the
autumn 2020 semester. The data gathered and the solution’s performance will
be used to validate our solution towards a first formal publication.

2 Dealing with plagiarism

A first layer of defence against plagiarism comes in the form of randomization.
IP addresses, usernames, passwords and other content is randomized among the
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different networks where students are assigned to. This is, however, too simplistic
a measure, since it protects only against exact information reuse. Students can
still exchange methods of attacks or command templates. Also, randomization
is effective only against inter-network information sharing; students working on
the same network will also share the same information.

Weekly hacking logs submitted from the students act as a second layer of de-
fence. The students describe what they did the week before the log and the course
staff examines the realism and properness of the log contents. Still, a hacking log
is effective only to the extend a teaching assistant perceives it to be suspicious
and not on objective measures. Further, checking weekly logs for hundreds of
students manually is expensive and consumes valuable human resources.

3 The Cheat Detection System

The Cheat Detection System (CDS) aims to deal with the shortcomings of ran-
domization and hacking logs as cheat prevention measures. It is a system that
infers about the potential cheating behavior of students based on student ac-
tions in the cyber range. Following this definition, there should be 3 discrete
components in the CDS operating model: student action logging, a standard
description of the cyber range and some inference logic.

3.1 Logging of student actions

Monitoring agents are installed on every instance in the network and report a
plethora of events, such as audit events, network flows and log contents. These
logs are pushed to a central database for retrieval by the core CDS application.

3.2 World descriptions

A world in the cyber range is a network together with the specific configuration
of the vulnerabilities that is unique to that network. Each world is configured
by a scenario file that contains the list of instances that should exist in the
world. For each instance, the scenario defines a list of vulnerabilities that will
be installed on the instance.

The CDS converts the scenario file into an attack graph (fig. 1). The paths
in the graph are derived from the dependencies between the installed vulnera-
bilities. The nodes in the graph are the flags that accompany the vulnerabilities
(shown as “Roles” in fig. 1, named so due to the “Ansible roles” that install the
vulnerabilities). Each flag is accompanied by two pieces of information; its hints
and its steps.

Hints are textual aids the students can request to help them capture the
flag. A hint is a template containing placeholders that, when published, get
replaced by canaries, i.e. small tokens of text such as Linux commands with
special arguments that are easily detectable in the logs of the cyber range. Steps
represent the elementary hacking actions that the student needs to perform to
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Fig. 1. An excerpt from the attack graph of a world

access the flag. Each step may have rules that instruct the monitoring agents
how to detect step execution by the students.

3.3 The CDS engine

Fig. 2. The CDS engine building blocks

Figure 2 shows the structure of the CDS engine. The Inference Engine reads
the world description in the form of the attack graph and uses the Querier to
retrieve logs relevant to the canaries and steps present in the attack graph. The
queries used are called structured queries that contain, apart from the actual text
query to the database, several metadata and which support a hook mechanism to
allow queries to be chained together and exchange information. Then, it passes
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the retrieved logs to the Inference Engine for attribution to a particular student
and finally reports the results.

Attribution is required because a world is shared among many students who
can be active simultaneously. To perform correct attribution for a retrieved log,
the CDS will:

– check if a student has captured flags that are dependencies of the flag whose
canaries/steps are currently being examined,

– use student sessions (as reported by the VPN server the students use to
access the world) to exclude players inactive at the time of the log,

– rebuild network flows at the time of the log from students’ machines, through
the VPN and intermediary instances till the instance where the log was
generated on, in order to detect students connected to the target instance.

If a student is identified as a potential candidate for a log, the student gets
reported. For canary-based detection, the CDS tries to attribute a canary log to
a student. For step-based detection, the CDS builds a trace of student actions.
The student gets reported if the student failed to perform crucial steps or did not
perform any optional step and went straight for the actual hack (for instance,
if the student never tried an XSS attack against a web app or went straight for
the SQL injection that we have planted). This approach to cheat detection has
been termed the Intrusion Deficit approach.

4 Future work

Based on the performance of the CDS, we plan a number of extensions to the
current solution. A first improvement would be to have the CDS produce a
probability of attribution based on metrics such as the shortest time distance
of a relevant student action from the retrieved log, the previous record of the
student as detected by the CDS, the number of simultaneously logged-in co-
students and others. Moreover, new modes of operation (other than the canary
and step based ones) are planned, such as building student profiles based on the
logged data and using profile similarity among students as a cheat indicator.

In the current course round, more than 300 students are participating. This
will result in a wealth of audit data that could be used for a number of spin-
off projects. These include building probability distributions for the time-to-
compromise of different vulnerability types as well as building threat models for
attack simulations with the Meta Attack Language[2].
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